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Abstract. 

The Cauchy problem for a coupled system of Schrodinger and im
proved Boussinesq equations is studied. Local well-posedness is proved 
in L2 (Rn) for n ::; 3. Global well-posedness is proved in the energy 
space for n ::; 2. Under smallness assumption on the Cauchy data, the 
local result in £ 2 is proved for n = 4. 

§1. Introduction 

We study the Cauchy problem for a coupled system of Schrodinger 
and improved Boussinesq (S-iB) equations 

(1) 

(2) 

. 1 
~atu + 2~u = vu, 

a;v- ~v- ~a;v = ~lul 2 , 

where u and v are complex and real-valued functions of (t, x) E R x 
Rn, respectively, and~ is the Laplacian in Rn. The system (S-iB) is 
regarded as a substitute for the Zakharov (Z) system 

1 
i8tu + 2~u = vu, 

a;v- ~v = ~lul 2 . 
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See [8] for discussions on this subject. We refer the reader to [1, 4, 6, 
10, 11, 12, 16] for the Cauchy problem for (Z). Especially, in [11,12] 
global well-posedness below energy space is proved for (Z) in one space 
dimension. For topics related to (S-iB), see [3, 9, 13, 14] and references 
therein. Function spaces for (S-iB) as well as (Z) are naturally built in 
the form of product spaces with components ( u, v, 8tv). In [15] existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy problem for (S-iB) with n = 1 
is proved in H 2 ffiH 2 ffiH2 for local solutions and in H 2 ffiH2 ffi(H2 n ii- 1 ) 

for global solutions, where H 8 = (1- ~)-s/2 L 2 is the Sobolev space of 
order s and ifs = ( -~)-s/2 L 2 is the homogeneous Sobolev space of 
order s. 

The purpose in this paper is to prove local well-posedness of the 
Cauchy problem for (S-iB) in L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 for n ::::; 3 and global well
posedness in H 1 eaL2 ffi (L2 n if- 1 ) for n::::; 2. Moreover, the local result 
in L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 is shown below for n = 4 under smallness assumption 
on the Cauchy data. 

To state the main result precisely, we introduce basic notation. With 
Cauchy data ( uo, vo, v1) E L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 we consider (S-iB) in the form 
of integral equations 

(3) u(t) U(t)u0 - i 1t U(t- t')(vu)(t')dt', 

(4) v(t) K(t)v1 + K(t)vo + 1t K(t- t')(w2 lul 2 )(t')dt', 

where U(t) = exp(i(t/2)~), K(t) = w- 1 sintw, K(t) = costw, w = 
(1- ~)- 1 12 ( -~) 1 1 2 . In connection with Strichartz estimates, we study 
the integral equations (3) and ( 4) in the function spaces: 

X(I) (L8fn(I; L4) nL=(I; L2)) ffi Loo(I; L2) ffi Loo(I; L2), 

Y(I) X(I) n C(I; L2 ffi L2 ffi L2), 

where I c R is an interval. 
Theorem 1. (1) Let n::::; 3. For any (u0 , v0 , vi) E L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 there 
exists T > 0 such that (3) and (4) have unique solutions ( u, v) such that 
(u, v, 8tv) E X(J) with I= [-T, T]. Moreover, (u, v, 8tv) E Y(J), 8'fv E 

c (I; L 2 )' and the map ( Uo' vo' vi) f-----+ ( u, v' at v) is locally Lipschitz from 
L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 to X(I). 

(2) Let n = 4. Then there exists c:0 > 0 with the following property: 
For any c: with 0 < c:::::; co and any (u0 ,v0 ,vl) E L2 ffi L2 ffi L2 with 
ll(uo,vo,vl);L 2 ffi L2 ffi L2 11::::; c: there exists T > 0 such that (3) and 
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(4) have unique solutions (u, v) such that (u, v, 8tv) E X(J) with I = 
[-T, T]. Moreover, (u, v, 8tv) E Y(J), 8'fv E C(J; L 2 ), and the map 
( Uo, Vo, vi) f-------t ( u, v, atv) is locally Lipschitz from the closed ball of L 2 ffi 
L 2 ffi L 2 at the origin with radius c to X (I). 

Remark 1. The local existence time T in Theorem 1 depends only on 
lluo; L2 ll, llvo; L2 ll, llv1; L2 ll, and n. 

To study regularity properties of local solutions given by Theorem 
1, we introduce the following function spaces with integer m ~ 1: 

(L8 fn(I; Hf') n L 00 (J; Hm)) ffi L 00 (I; Hm) ffi L 00 (I; Hm), 

xm(I) n C(J; Hm ffi Hm ffi Hm), 

where H;:' = (1- tl)-mf2 LP, Hm = H!J'. 

Theorem 2. Let (u0 , v0 , vi) E L 2 ffi L 2 ffi L 2 . Let (u, v) be solutions 
with (u, v, 8tv) E X(J) given by Theorem 1. 
{1) Letm ~ 1 and let (u0 ,v0 ,vl) E Hmg;Hmg;Hm. Then (u,v,atv) E 
ym(J). 

{2) Let 'm ~ 1 and let {(u6k), v~k), v~k))} C Hm ffi Hm ffi Hm satisfy 

( u6k), v~k), v~k)) ------> ( u0 , v0 , v1 ) in L 2 tBL2 tBL2 ask -' oo. Let ( u(k), vCk)) 
be the corresponding solutions of {3) and (4). Then (u(k), v(k), 8tv(k)) E 

ym(I) and (uCkl,_vCkl,atv(k))------> (u,v,atv) in X(I) ask____. oo. 

Remark 2. Theorem 2 ensures that existence time of local solutions 
in X (I) can be taken independent of order of Sobolev space. 

Concerning the global existence of finite energy solutions, we have 
the following result. 

Theorem 3. Let n:::; 2. Let (uo, vo, v1) E H 1 ffi L 2 ffi (L2 n iJ-l) and 
let (u, v) be solutions such that (u, v, atv) E Y(J) given by Theorem 1. 
Then the local solutions extend to the whole time interval and satisfy 

Moreover, if n = 1, 

u E L~f;'(R;HJ)nC(R;H1 ), 
v E C2 (R; L 2 ), 

8tv E C(R;L2 niJ-1). 
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Remark 3. The space H 1 EB L2 EB (L2 n ii-1 ) is the natural energy 
space for (S-iB). 
Remark 4. Smallness conditions are not necessary for n = 2. This is a 
significant difference in view of related equations such as the Zakharov 
and nonlinear Schrodinger equations [1,10,16,17]. 

We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2. The method of the proof depends 
on a direct use of the Strichartz estimates for construction of local solu
tions to (3) and ( 4). We do not use an equivalent system of equations 
as in [4,10,15]. We prove Theorem 2 in Section 3, following [10]. We 
prove Theorem 3 in Section 4. The method of the proof depends on a 
compactness argument and on a priori estimates. 

§2. Proof of Theorem 1 

In this section we prove Theorem 1. For simplicity, we consider 
the Cauchy problem for positive times since the other case is treated 
similarly. 

Let (uo,vo,vi) E L2 EB L2 EB £ 2 . For (u,v,8tv) E X(I) with I= 
[0, T], T > 0, we define 

N(u, v) = (N1(u, v), N2(u)), 

where 

U(·)uo- iG(uv), 

K(·)vi + K(·)vo + H(w2 lul 2), 

(Gf)(t) lot U(t- t')f(t')dt', 

(Hf)(t) lot K(t- t')f(t')dt'. 

We look for local solutions to (3) and (4) as fixed points of the 
mapping N: (u, v) ~ N(u, v) on a closed ball in 
(L81n(I; L4 ) n L')()(I; £ 2)) EB L00 (I; £ 2). For that purpose we use the 
Strichartz estimates of the following form. 
Proposition 1. [2,5,7] Let n,%,ri, j = 0,1,2, satisfy 0::::; 2/qi = 
n/2- n/ri ::::; 1 with the exception (n,qj,rj) = (2,2,oo). Then the 
following estimates hold: 

IIU(·)¢; uo(R; F 0 )ll ::::; Cll¢; L 2 ll, 
IIGf; Lql(I; LTt) II ::::; Cllf; u; (I; Lr;) II, 
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where C is independent of¢, f, I = [0, T], and q' is the dual exponent 
to q defined by 1/q + 1/q' = 1. Moreover, for any ¢ E L 2 and f E 
Lq;(I;U;), U(·)¢ E C(R;L2 ) and Gf E C(I;L2). 

For R > 0 we define the closed ball 

Br(R) 

{(u, v) E (L8 fn(I; L 4 ) n L 00 (I; L2 )) EB L 00 (I; L2 ); 

lll(u,v)lll = llu; L~/n(£4 )11 V llu; Lf(L2)11 V llv; Lf(L2)11:::; R}, 

where a V b =max( a, b). 
For any (u, v) E Br(R) we estimate N1(u, v) in L 8 fn(I; L 4 ) n 

L 00 (I; L 2 ) as 

(5) IINl(u, v); L~1n(L4 ) n Lf(£2)11 

- IIN1(u, v); L~/n(£4 )11 V IIN1(u, v); Lf(L2)11 

< Clluo; L 2ll + Clluv; L~/(8-n)(£413 )11 

< Clluo; L 2ll + CTl-n/4llu; L~/n(L4 )IIIIv; Lf(L2)11 

< Clluo;L211+CT1-n/4R2. 

Similarly, for any (u,v), (u',v') E Br(R), 

(6) IINl(u, v)- Nl(u', v'); L~1n(L4 ) nLf(L2)11 

IIG((u- u')v + u'(v- v')); L~1n(L4 ) nLf(L2)11 

< CT1-n/4(llu- u'; L~/n(L4 )IIIIv; Lf(L2)11 

+llu; L~/n(L4)IIIIv- v'; Lf(L2)11) 

< crl-n/4RIII(u,v)- (u',v')lll· 

We estimate N 2(u) and N2(u)- N2(u') as 

(7) IIN2(u); Lf(L2)11 

< Tllv1; L 2ll + llvo; L 2ll + llwlul 2; Lj(L2)11 

< Tllv1; L 2ll + llvo; L 2ll + lllul 2; Lj(L2)11 

< Tllv1; L 2ll + llvo; L 2ll + yl-n/4llu; L~/n(£4 )11 2 

< Tllv1; L 2ll + llvo; L 2ll + yl-n/4R2, 
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(8) IIN2(u)- N2(u'); Lr'(L2 )11 

:<::: llw(lul 2 -lu'l 2 ); Li(L2 )11 

< lllul 2 -lu'I 2 ;Li(L2 )11 

< yl-n/4(llu; L~/n(£4 )11 + llu'; L~/n(L4)II)IIu- u'; L~/n(L4 )11 
< CTl-n/4RIII(u,v)- (u',v')lll· 

Collecting (5)-(8), we obtain 

(9) IIIN(u, v)lll :<::: C(lluo; L2 ll + llvo; L2 ll + Tllv1; L2 ll) + CTl-n/4R 2 , 

(10) IIIN(u,v)- N(u',v')lll :<::: cyl-n/4RIII(u,v)- (u',v')lll· 

It follows from (9) and (10) that N leaves Br(R) invariant and is a 
contraction provided that 

T :<; 1, 

C(lluo; L2ll + llvo; L2 ll + llv1; L2 ll) :<::: R/2, 
CT 1-n14R :<; 1/2. 

This implies the existence of local solutions to (3) and ( 4) in Br(R) with 
T > 0 sufficiently small for n :<::: 3 and with T, R > 0 sufficiently small for 
n = 4. Uniqueness of solutions in (L81n(I; L4 ) n L 00 (l; L2 )) ffiL 00 (I; L2 ) 

follows from similar estimates in the standard argument. Regularity in 
time of solutions follows from (3), ( 4), and Proposition 1. Continuous 
dependence of local solutions on the Cauchy data follows in the same 
way as above. 

§3. Proof of Theorem 2 

Local existence of solutions in xm([O, T]) with t depending on 
lluo; Hmll, llvo; Hmll, llv1; Hmll follows in the same way as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 with the bilinear estimates 

lluv;H.Zhll < Cllu;Hfllllv;Hmll, 
lluv;Hmll < Cllu;Hfllllv;Hfll· 

By Proposition 1, we have (u, v, OtV) E ym([o, T]). Let Tmax be the 
maximal existence time of solutions ( u, v) with values in Hm ffi Hm. In 
the same way as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 in [10], we see that 

T < Tmax· 
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§4. Proof of Theorem 3 

We first prove the following 
Proposition 2. Let n::::; 2. Let (u0 , v0 , v1) E H 2 t£JH2 t£JH2 and let (u, v) 
be solutions of {3) and (4) with ( u, v, 8tv) E Y 2 (1) given by Theorems 1 
and 2. Then: 
( 1) The following conservation laws hold for all t E I: 

where 

E(t) 
1 2(11Vu(t); L2112 + llv(t); L2112 + llw-18tv(t); L2112) + (v(t), lu(tW) 

and ( ·, ·) denotes the scalar product on L 2 . 

(2) There exists a positive constant C depending only on lluo; H 111, 
llvo; L 2ll, l~v1; L 2 nif-111 and T, such that 

llu; L00 (1; H 1)11 V llv; L00 (1; £ 2)11 V llw-18tv; L00 (1; £ 2)11::::; C. 

Proof of Proposition 2. 
Since the solutions in question are H 2-solutions, formal proofs of 

the standard conservation laws are justified as they are. Therefore we 
omit the details and proceed to the proof of Part (2). The main task 
here is to obtain a priori estimates of local solutions ( u, v, 8tv) E H 1 tf) 

L 2 ffi (L2 nif- 1 ) from two conserved quantities in Part (1). 
By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and the conservation law of 

the £ 2-norm, we have 

(11) l(v, lul2)1 < llv; L2llllu; L4 ll 2 
1 

< 4llv; L2ll2 + llu; L4 ll 4 

< ~llv; L 2ll2 + Cllu; L2ll 4-ni1Vu; L2lln 

~llv; L 2ll2 + Clluo; L 2ll 4-ni1Vu; L2lln. 

If n = 1, then the RHS of the last inequality in (11) is bounded by 
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and therefore 

1 4(11V'u;L2II 2 + llv;L2II 2 + llw- 18tv;L2II2) 

< E(O) + Clluo; L2 ll 6 

< C(IIV'uo; L2ll 2 + llvo; L2ll2 + llw-1Vli L2ll 2 + lluo; L2ll 6 ), 

which provides the required a priori estimate. 
If n = 2, then instead of (11) we estimate 

l(v, lul2)1 < Cllv; L2llllu; L2IIIIV'u; L2ll 
1 

< 4IIV'u; L2ll2 + Clluo; L2ll 2llv; L2ll2 

and therefore 

(12) 
1 
4(IIV'u; L2ll2 + llv; L2ll2 + llw- 18tv; L2ll2) 

< E(O) + Clluo; L2ll2llv; L2ll2· 

By the trivial estimate 

and the Schwarz inequality in time, we have 

By (12) and (13), we have 

(14) ll8tVi £211 2 < ll8tVi £211 2 + ll8tVi fl-lll 2 
llw-l8tv; £2112 

< CE(O) + Clluo; L2ll2llvo; L2ll2 

+ CTIIuo;L211 2fot ll8sv;L2II 2ds. 

By the Gronwall lemma applied to (14), we have 
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Collecting (12), (13) and (15), we obtain 

II'Vu; L2ll 2 + llv; L2ll 2 + llw- 18tv; L2ll 2 

< CE(O) + Clluo; L2ll 2 

299 

· (llvo; L2ll 2 + CT2(E(O) + Clluo; L2ll 2llvo; L2ll 2) exp( Clluo; L2II 2T 2)) 

:S:C(II'Vuo; L2ll 2 + lluo; L2ll 2llvo; L2ll 2 + llvo; L2ll 2 + llv1; L2 n .H-111 2) 

·(1 + lluo; L2II 2T 2 exp(CIIuo; L2II 2T 2)), 

which provides the required a priori estimate for n = 2. 

Proof of Theorem 3. 
Let (u0 ,v0 ,vt) E H 1 ffiL2 ffi (L 2 n.H-1) and let (u,v) be solutions 

such that (u,v,atv) E Y(I) given by Theorem 1. Let {(ubk>,vak>,vik))} 
b · H2 H2 H2 h h ( (k) (k) (k)) ( ) . e a sequence m ffi ffi sue t at u0 , v0 , v1 -> uo, vo, v1 m 
H 1 ffiL2ffi (L 2 n .H-1) ask -> oo and let ( uCkJ, vCkl) be the corresponding 
solutions such that (uCkl,v(kJ,atv(k)) E Y 2 (I). By Proposition 2, we see 
that there exists a constant C depending only on lluo;H1II, llvo;L2 II 
llv1;L2 nH-1II, and T, such that 

sup(llu(k); Loo(J; H1)11 V llv(k); Loo(I; L2)11 
k21 

By a compactness argument and uniqueness, we conclude that u E 

L00 (I; H 1) and w- 1atv E L 00 (I; L2). Moreover, we have the conser
vation law of the L 2 norm llu(t);L2II = lluo;L2 II for all t E I and energy 
inequality E(t) ::; E(O) for almost all t E J. By the continuity of u 
with values in L 2 , the boundedness of u with values in H 1 implies that 
u is weakly continuous with values in H 1 and that energy inequality 
holds for all t E J. By the time-reversibility and uniqueness, the energy 
inequality turns out to be equality for all t E J. 

By the equation (2) we have 
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so that the continuity of w- 1atv in L 2 follows from 

llw- 18tv(t)- w- 18tv(to); L 2 ll 

llw 1: (v + iui 2 )(t')dt'; L 2
11 

< ll~ llv(t'); L 2 lldt'l + 11: llu(t'); L4 ll 2dt'l--. 0 

as t--. t 0 since (u,v,8tv) E X(J). Then the energy conservation law 
implies the norm continuity of IIY'u; L 2 ll and therefore V'u E C(J; L 2 ). 

Now by taking the limit of a priori estimates from Proposition 2, 
we have a priori estimates for (u, v, 8tv) in H 1 ffiL 2 ffi (L 2 n.H- 1). This 
ensures the global existence with values in the last space by the standard 
argument. 
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